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O N  T H E  C O V E R

On September 27, Avocado DAO co-hosted a side event for
Token2049 with Hashed and several other collaborators. The
event will take place in Singapore ahead of the main events. We are
excited to be part of this, meet some of our community there, and
introduce GameFi and Avocado DAO to new people. 

A V O C A D O  X  H A S H E D  -  A  W E B 3
G A M E  N I G H T  I N  S I N G A P O R E

ED I TOR ' S
NOTE

Hi Avocadians

We are already at the end of
September and well into the third
quarter of the year. As always, it's been
an exciting month at Avocado. 

We've had our regular weekly
tournament, and we're attending lots
of events, both in real life and on
Twitter, where we reach global
communities. 
 

September/2022

- AG.Melzzie
Lead Editor

We've got a fact-filled edition this month, with all the general updates and more! Check out our star interview on
P5 with Avocado DAO's co-founder, Brendan Wong, check out the latest scoop P6, and get all the latest mod
updates. Find out the latest crypto updates and gaming insights for our partner game, League of Kingdoms. 

T U R N  O V E R  A
N E W  L E A F

Please note: This newsletter and content herein is NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE. The Information within The Avocadian is provided for educational,
informational, and entertainment purposes only, without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including warranties of accuracy,
completeness, or fitness for any particular purpose. The information contained in or provided from or through this newsletter is not intended to
be and does not constitute financial, investment,  or trading advice, or any other advice.

Find out all about this month's
activities in the following pages to
get the latest on our scholarships
and much more!

Happy reading :) 
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Melzzie

On the 17th of August, Avocado DAO proudly participated in Indonesian Independence Day celebrations in Bogor,
West Java. This event, organized by our Indonesian Avocadians served to introduce Avocado to the local community
through fun games and educational activities bringing awareness to the opportunities of web3 gaming to new people
who may not know about the metaverse and the life-changing possibilities of the gaming guild.

The event went, not only smoothly, but was a great success, bringing together our scholars and building relations with
more people to onboard them to empower themselves through the fun of gaming.  We planned some enjoyable and
educational activities to introduce web3 and presented a talk on Avocado DAO so that people can find out more.

People from the community were eager to find out and learn more, and some signed up to join the guild to become
CyBall scholars. This is very encouraging for the future of building relations and empowering more people to change
their lives through blockchain gaming with Avocado DAO.  

September/2022

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E W ?

Avocado DAO partners with Carv DAO who is building an
exciting community-driven social platform that collates all your
gaming moments and assets in one place. Carv Protocol is a
cross-chain, multi-address credential-as-a-service protocol that
generates gamer credentials and ranking. This will allow users
to show and share their credentials and NFTs in one place and
enable guilds and other parties to view player stats and
achievements.  

A L L  Y O U R  G A M I N G
C R E D E N T I A L S  I N  O N E  P L A C E !

Avocado DAO at Indonesia's Independence Day 

Avocado is proud to partner with Derby Stars, a strategy-
based PvP game launching on the Polygon network. In
this racing world, you can indulge your racing dreams, and
become a breeder or rancher in the Derbyverse.  We
hosted the Derby Stars' team in an AMA on our Discord
channel to find out more about the game, the tokenomics
and what players can enjoy in this high-quality animation
NFT game.

A V O C A D O  D A O  P A R T N E R S
W I T H  D E R B Y  S T A R S
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W H A T ' S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G
I N  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

September has been a marathon month for AMAs and Twitter spaces. Avocado DAO's Co-founder, Brendan Wong
has participated in a week of live chats with various communities across the globe.

Brendan joined the Carv DAO community in their Discord channel for a fireside chat about Gaming, the guild, and
the GameFi space. He went on to participate in Zebu Live's Twitter space called Play, Eat, Sleep, Repeat where
they discussed the future of web3 gaming IBC, an American NFT space which saw a lively debate on the future of
GameFi, and Sparkworlds, a UK-based community, for a casual chat with other panelists about the past, present,
and future of web3 gaming. Brendan rounded off the week by hosting Starheroes, one of Avocado DAO's newest
partner games in a live Twitter space to discuss the gaming mechanics, tokenomics, and roadmap ahead. We also
gave away 50 whitelist spots worth 1000 USD in ETH to our Avocadian community.

Over in our Discord community, AG.Chip.Penguin and AG.Mxmx hosted Avocado DAO's new gaming partner,
Derby Stars, where we gave away 100 USDC for the 10 best questions. With other partnership giveaways and
community events this month, we have given away thousands of dollars worth of prizes in crypto and whitelist
spots to our beloved Avocadians!

September/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S
by: AG.Skyy

AG.Nuwel 

       Joining Avocado guild not only introduced me to the
power of web3 gaming but also became the way for me to
meet new friends. The guild's most active social platform
is discord, and most of the scholars actively chat there,
not only about their games but also about their personal
lives and become friends with the guild members. I met a
lot of people and became friends with them. I learned a
lot, from NFT to life choices. They taught me how to
manage my time studying and earning. I love my
Avocadian friends and I treasure them.

AG. Luna

        AG.Nuwel recalls the live Axie tournament that
took place on the 15th of September, Makati City,
Philippines. Nuwel met lots of new people from inside
and out of Avocado DAO.  From the event organizers
to other cool people in the web3 space, Nuwel had the
pleasure of chatting to Ma'am Jen from Blockchain
space, Leah - a writer from CoinDesk, and Chippu - a
well-known streamer. He is thrilled to meet so many
people who love web3 gaming and represent Avocado
DAO.  



T E A M  S P O T L I G H T  

Q: How did you get into GameFi and would love to
know a bit more about your gaming background
A: I started gaming with my Windows 3.14 during the
mid-1990s and witnessed the evolution of games from
single-player on one pc to cross-platform multiplayer
with everyone around the world.
My notable gaming experience is in World of Warcraft
(earliest edition), as a guild leader on the BlackRock
server. The guild became popular with over 200
members. It was my first experience of pay-by-the-
month gaming.
I watched DOTA spawn from Warcraft 3 map mods,
giving rise to the whole genre of MOBA (multiplayer
online battle arena) and I also witnessed the rise of
Fortnite as content creators gained popularity.

I feel that GameFi, the integration of gaming and
finance (tokenized economies) is still in its infancy.
Blockchain technology can benefit user-created and
owned content distribution, as well as facilitate
transparent and cross-ecosystem asset transfers.  This
infrastructure will improve the utilities of NFT
ownership. Observing that historically,  new
technologies have always typically had strong retail
applications introduced through playing games, I am
confident in the future of web3 gaming.

Q: What is a day in the life of a web3 co-founder like?
A: It’s busy! I’m always meeting new people, those who
have been in web3 for years, as well as those who
have just started building, and I get to see a broad
spectrum of ideas, games, and protocols that relate to
blockchain gaming.
I’m in meetings all day internally and externally,
whether it’s building a strong team, building new
products, or understanding and guiding the landscape,
developing the future of GameFi, while paving the way
for other builders to come into the space. 
Every day is a new day of learning, I just wish I had
more time to absorb all the information and get more
things done!

Interview with AG.Brendino
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This month, we're super excited to have our
Co-founder, Brendan Wong, in the hot seat!
Fondly known as Sir Brendino, this is an
excellent opportunity to get an insight into
the future plans for Avocado DAO and tips
and advice from the man himself! 

Find good mentors early. The key here is all mentors are
different, and none of them know everything so it’s
important to find specialists in their field as well as
broad mentors.  
Don’t be so stubborn. 
Learning takes time. The more you think you know the
less you actually understand.
Buy Bitcoin and ETH.  

Q: What do you currently want to achieve with Avocado?
A: At Avocado DAO, we want to educate and support new
users’ integration from web2 into web3 via gaming. 
To that aim, we Invest in the future of web3 games by
providing guidance, investing capital, and establishing
strategic partnerships to onboard users. 
We also want to establish the future of the Guild’s role in
Web3 as a facilitator of technology, community, and gaming.  

Q: What advice do you have for beginners looking to enter
the Web 3.0 and/or Metaverse industry? 
A: While the space is still emergent, be open-minded and
prepared to shift focus and be agile with decision-making.
Metaverses have been around for a long time. Web3
Metaverses are still new and building will take time. Just like
any other start-up, it can take a while - and be prepared for
sacrifices. 

Q: What advice would you give to your younger self?
A:  

 

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 



Avocado DAO welcomes September by hosting and joining Twitter spaces, roundtable discussions, and AMAs. In
September, Avocado DAO founder, Brendan Wong, joined IBC in a Twitter space, hosted Mario Nawfal, for a
roundtable discussion together with gaming guilds like PathDAO, and Ancient8_gg, among others, as well as joined a
host of other online communities to share the guild's perspective on various web3 gaming related topics. 

With the industry’s best get-togethers, it’s a wonderful chance to gain knowledge from some of the top
professionals in the field while also imparting our knowledge to the community. The discussion revolved around
web3 gaming. The panelists debated the concept of gaming and earning money, NFTs, the evolution of the
play2earn model, and different approaches to blockchain gaming. It's also an opportunity for Avocado to explain
why gaming guilds exist and the important role they play in the space.

Moreover, Brendan joined Zebu and SparkWorld's Twitter spaces to give his thoughts on blockers to entry into
web3 gaming and solutions for the future. This was followed by AG.Melzzie, our lead editor, joining the Zebu live
event, in London, UK, for a GameFi panel discussion. These events serve as a great way to introduce Avocado DAO
to global communities to share more about the guild as an environment that allows its scholars not just to play, but
also to be educated with the purpose of further sharing their knowledge with more people.

GOING BEYOND BORDERS 
M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

 N E W  R E W A R D S  F O R  G E N O P E T  S C H O L A R S
Great news for all Genopets Scholars!

On Monday, September 17, 2022,

Avocado awarded a 30% share increase

for all Genopet scholars. We know your

time is valuable, and we want to make

sure that that our scholars can carry on

having fun and playing Genopets.

Avocado DAO will continue to monitor

the market conditions and will make

necessary adjustments.

Avocado DAO Co-founder, Brendan Wong's, Global Presence



September's Top 20 AVP Earners 

 

Name                                                  Points Name                                                   Points 

Kyura#9787                                                 
YngveLannerback#9841                      
april#9035                                                    
Orio.WR#3183                                          
mmarifel#7333                                          
nico1231#3153                                        
Jouzka#8924                                               
Jarpix#3802                                                 
Mikeeel#1746                                            
Gotaa#1037                                          

T H E  A V O C A D I A N September/2022

Avocado recognizes and rewards scholars who participate the most
within the community on our social channels and show their
support by joining events, contributing and helping the Avocadian
community.

Scholars gain Avo points (AVP) for their contribution and
participation. They can trade these in the Avo Mart to purchase the
AvoArmy role which gives them access to even more rewards and
opportunities. New Avocado Army scholars are announced in
Discord at the start of each month. AVP can also be used for an
increased share in scholarships, guaranteed scholarship positions
and merch.

Rewarding Avocado's Most Active Members  

T O P  2 0  A V P  E A R N E R S By AG.Mxmx

M O D  U P D A T E
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Andrianoo#6192                                      1,018 
QueenYuno#0568                                   1,004 
Codename.Snake#5322                           979 
Hatta#2698                                                     932 
MieGoreng267(Sophiasta)#4120      907 
HADES#0440                                                 878 
wahidinobi#9954                                         787 
fedeeMar#4125                                            766 
Hoemel#3433                                                754 
RasiMo#3383                                                 734 

Avocado DAO introduces its newest scholarship

program, D.G.Pals. Join us on an epic adventure, to

explore the D.G.Verse, and collect and trade cute

blockchain items. 

D.G.Pals is a collectible NFT pet, the first

interoperable, multi-game, multi-genre GameFi

project on Cronos Chain, and Avocado is delighted

to offer a scholarship program for this multi-

dimensional game.

If you would like to play this fun-filled game, you

can fill out the form through Avocado DAO's

discord server.

T H E  N E W  D G . P A L S  S C H O L A R S H I P  P R O G R A M  

2,292
1,989 
1,824 
1,766 
1,657 
1,263 
1,231 
1,204 
1,157
1,119 



Mastery Monday

Trivia Tuesday
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

September has been a great start to the Autumn season. We hosted 'Avocado week 2' at the
end of August, packed with exciting tournaments and topped off by karaoke night.
September has seen a host of competitions, from our Avocadian Newsletter giveaway to the
GameFi.org and Evio.io tournaments. Check out the latest winners!

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.AtomArc

September/2022

Missed the last Avocado week last month? Avocado DAO once again presented the momentous event: Avocado Week
2—something that every Avocadian coveted. The Avocadians loved new and interesting activities and games
designed to help them get to know each other, especially our dear Avocadians who recently joined the Avocado DAO
family.

Twelve (12) MLBB teams battled for the number one spot in
Brawl Mode—all of the players showed intense gameplay.
While our wonderful Avocadians, who did not participate in
the game, watched and enjoyed the streaming from the booth
and rooted for each team.

Avocadians had a great time learning about Axie Infinity
Origin through activities such as the Kahoot Quiz,
streaming, and betting.  It was an awesome way to get
familiar with the game and have fun within the
community. 



COMMUNITY EVENTS
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Winners
 1. AG. SnakeChibi 
 2. AG. Kyura 
 3. AG. Orio 
 4. AG. Reyz 
 5. AG. Ellie Iris 

 6. AG. Queen Yunoink
 7. AG. Railgun 
 8. AG. Oliver 
 9. AG. Tachibana Taki 
 10. AG. Hades

Twitter Thursday

Fun-loving Friday

Avocadians took over Twitter during Avocado Week by
tweeting their best thoughts about the week.  We always
love to hear what Avocadians have to say and share about
their experiences, so this is always a fun event!

Glamorous. Melodic. Euphonic. Indeed, Avocado DAO is
a place that cultivates talent. The Avocadians and some
of the leaders sang in the presence of an audience; some
were confident enough and others were nervous, but
they all strived to express their vocal abilities and
performed amazingly. Well done to everyone who took
part!

Worldly Wednesday

It was a pleasant way to meet new people, and everyone,
including our internal staff and Sir Brendino, had a great
time figuring out and judging whether each Avocadian
who attended the event was telling the truth or not.



T H E  A V O C A D I A N

AG. Ellie Iris 
AG. RasiMo 
AG. Rainer 
AG. Yasuo 
AG. DAIRON 

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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RAG. Pyro 
AG. Goota 
AG.Queen Yunoink
AG. CrisAnn 
AG. Hades 

AG. Demdem 
AG. icz_pj 
AG. Carlo 
AG. nuwel99
AG. Larc

AG. Kyura 
AG. WahidinObi 
AG. Atom 
AG. Natsu 
AG. Nostradamus

Winners

Avocado Giveaway: The Avocadian Newsletter

“We all need people who will give us feedback. That’s how we improve.” ―Bill Gates. 
We admire our Avocadians for their support of Avocado DAO, The Avocadian Newsletter, and we value their
constructive feedback. We really enjoyed reading your comments and finding out which bits you liked best - and as
a team, we will give you a fantastic newsletter until the end of time!

As a token of our appreciation, 200 $BUSD was raffled off at the Tortilla Town booth to those who shared
invaluable feedback on Twitter. The 20 winners are listed below.
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S
GAMEFI.ORG X AVOCADO DAO
by: AG.AtomArc

September/2022

GameFi.org's very first GameFiversary event brought each player a captivating, thrilling, and diverse
experience of multiple gameplays. Our winners and top players were rewarded in $BUSD, a pool set aside for
Avocadians who supported and engaged in the event. Here's what some of our scholars said about the event:

"The GameFi anniversary event has been a blast! I discovered games I had never known about before and I enjoyed
playing them, at the same time winning Gafish for tons of rewards. This event has been great for advertising promising
projects. A big thanks to Avocado DAO for the opportunity!” said AG. Ren.

"I was thrilled and elated. I was among the top ten. I now know about even more NFT gaming projects that I did not
know about before," said AG. Kyura.

Lucky Winners (25
$BUSD each) 

AG. CHIP_Axie 
AG. loanntk2509 
AG. Ren54973529
AG. Queen
Yunoink
AG. dadadaq236
AG. Oryoksss

Top players (150
$BUSD total)
1st place: $60
AG.Ren

2nd to 4th place: 30
$BUSD each 
AG. Kyura
AG. RDV60121737
AG. razyrra

Winners
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S
THE EV.IO TOURNAMENT + SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES

September/2022

Ev.io is a web3 first-person shooter built on the Solana
blockchain. The Ev.io team is proud to assert: "We do not
outsource any development or art whatsoever. We are makers of
games first and our entire philosophy revolves around putting
gameplay first.” 

The 40 Avocadians, who accepted the challenge, showed how
well they knew how to play first-person shooter games by
aiming and shooting as efficiently as they could to get to the
top and win great NFT scholarships.

“I never imagined that I would become hooked on playing this
game and competing in the tournament, but my friends are so
much fun to play with, and I believe that the best way to play
this game is with friends,” said AG. mmarifel.

1 AG. Butterflikz
2 AG. Rsans
3 AG. K.A.L
4 AG. DepthX
5 AG. Kolel
6 AG. Spiffy
7 AG. migasrias
8 AG. ! ? 권돌 
9 AG. Kyura 
10 AG. P4ndeCoco

11 AG. Wander The Renderer
12 AG. JIJI
13 AG. otik
14 AG. Cello. 
15 AG. Reyzexe 
16 AG. franco24 
17 AG. Aikomato
18 AG. Sashimi 
19 AG. ̷D̷y̷p̷s̷y 神 
20 AG. mmarifel

Winners

21 AG. Jobert
22 AG. Larc
23 AG. Gotaa
24 AG. Kirus 
25 AG. Mikeeel 
26 AG. nuwel99
27 AG. puppy_hi
28 AG. Smiし乇.尊重
29 AG. nico1231
30 AG. mxmx 

31 AG. Ka2Rot
32 AG. april
33 AG. shine 
34 AG. YngveLannerback 
35 AG. hanamichi.sol
36 AG. EDONG
37 AG. SKYLIGHTTT
38 AG. Miracle Zena 
39 AG. hcneps 
40 AG. john.R

Legendary NFTs Epic NFTs

AVOCADO DAO: GAS FEE GAMENIGHTS
During Game Night, Avocadians had a blast playing DOTA 2
and Valorant, while others watched the game on Avocado
DAO Twitch. This is an enjoyable way for everyone to play
their favorite games together, with a $25 prize pool and
AVPs (Avocado Points).

Game: Dota 2 

($4 each)
AG. otik 
AG. Natsu 
AG. Aikomato  
AG. Tachibana Taki 
AG. agod

Game: Valorant

($4 each)
AG. Alan.
AG. Larc
AG. Franco24
AG. Reyzexe
AG. Jarpix

($1 each)
AG. yb 
AG. RDV 
AG. Smiし乇.尊重
AG. GuruKylus 
AG. JIJI

($1 each)
AG. Rsans
AG. JIJI
AG. AnoShape
AG. Nuwel99
AG. Spiffy



W O R D  P U Z Z L E

ETHEREUM

MERGE

PROOF OF WORK

PROOF OF STAKE

GAS FEES

VALIDATOR

NODE

ENERGY

STAKING

 

With the Ethereum merge
this month, can you help
Avocadude search for the
words below: 
 
There are 9 hidden words: 
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There are 20 differences in Avocadude's picture. Can you spot them all?

S P O T  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E



A R T W O R K S
&  A R T I S T S

Curated by  AG.Mxmx

"There is no must

in art because 

art is free."
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Artists of Avocado

  September brings more great pieces of art from our
community. This month we feature three awesome

artists: AG.Ahyan, AG.Natsumo, and AG. Avenss.
 

We also have a very special poem from the talented
AG.Mikeeel about Avocado DAO. We hope you enjoy this

month's art section as much as we enjoy curating it!
 

Thank you Avocadians for sharing your artistic talents, 
they are always so awesome!

- Ahyan#0037

September/2022

(cont'd on page 14)

- Natsumo#9835

Quote by 
― Wassily Kandinsky



- Avenss#5177

30-Day 
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W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

CRYPTO UPDATES
by: AG. Natsu & AG.Melzzie 

The Ultimate Galaxy Fight: Star Heroes

A new multiplayer Third-Person Shooter Game with NFT and blockchain technology infrastructure set to launch
on Polygon network, StarHeroes offers a new metaverse experience. 

In this game, you can explore the galaxy freely and attack other players in combat. There are several types of
NFTs, such as avatars, home bases, and spaceships with various functions and values in the game. By developing
the NFT Heroes, you can unlock special skills and improve abilities so that you can fly special starships to whizz
through the Starverse.

Poem of the month: Avocado DAO, The Best Guild

A bunch of individuals gathered together
We chat and hang out in any weather
Producing great memories,
That we can cherish for centuries.

It all started with joining this wonderful guild,
That Sir Brendino and the others build
A place where fun and laughter filled
Supporting and defending each other just like a shield.

They welcome and accept us all as a scholar
Having fun and at the same time earning some dollar
It's the best opportunity for all of us 
Just be a responsible scholar and always do your task.

Many exciting activities await
That the mods/leaders decide and create
Having fun is the main objective
And it brings us joy, very effective. 

We are all very thankful to Avocado DAO

- Mikeeel#1746



                                                  The Most Hype Horse Racing Game:
Derby Stars
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Mining in this case relates to receiving more and more rewards by leveling your Hero.
Halving indicates the way in which the precious rewards will be distributed. It means that the sooner you start
playing, the more rewards you'll be able to win.

This game will also introduce a new system named 'Proof of Play' which they claim will be able to change the gameplay
on every possible level:

They have come up with an innovative proprietary system that will resemble Bitcoin mechanics including halving and
mining:

 
StarHeroes has some innovative features that we are excited to share with the community!  

Crypto Updates     cont'd  

Utility: Players get $RUN as a reward for in-game activities and can also use it for Breeding and Crafting.
Governance: By means of a DAO, $RUN holders have the right to participate in the determination of any policies
related to playing or spending in games.
Farming: Token holders can win $RUN in return for farming activities, including providing liquidity and staking
their $RUN tokens.

Horse: Horses can be trained to maximize their abilities. After becoming stronger, the horse could provide a
greater advantage.
Soul: Soul is produced from the breeding process after two horses are bred. The soul will appear before a foal is
born.
Foal: A foal will be born after 120 hours of being in the Soul State. In short, a foal is a baby horse that has passed
through the breeding stage.

Derby Stars is an NFT-based game where you will have to raise a group of beautiful horses. With sophisticated
animation, this blockchain-enabled game is built on the Polygon network. In this game, your focus is not only on raising
horses but also on local and world-scale horse racing competitions that you can enter to win rewards.

Each horse in this game is an NFT item that is distinguished by status, appearance, skill, and talent. The rarer your
horse, the greater the chance of winning.

Derby Stars has its own in-game token called $RUN. The token has 3 main objectives, namely utility, governance, and
farming.

Here's a list of NFTs that you can find in the Derby Stars game:

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 
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This should mean lower transaction/ gas fees which have been notoriously high on Ethereum and most
importantly, the merge solves the pressing issue of environmental impact. Ethereum states that the merge will
reduce Ethereum's energy consumption by ~99.95% - That is a huge reduction! And still, the merge has been a
highly debated topic among Ethereum maximalists, blockchain experts, and enthusiasts alike.  

It is worth noting that the Merge does not change anything for ETH holders. The ETH owned prior to proof-of-
stake will remain the same. Users do not need to adjust their wallets, and the token's value will remain the same as
previously held on proof-of-work, so you don't need to worry about taking any action.

Ethereum went on to add: "Despite swapping out proof-of-work, the entire history of Ethereum since Genesis remained
intact and unaltered by the transition to proof-of-stake. Any funds held in your wallet before The Merge are still accessible
after The Merge. No action is required to upgrade on your part."

On the 15th of September, the highly anticipated Ethereum merge took place. It was streamed by various crypto
news channels across YouTube and Twitter, with some discussions taking place leading up to and for the duration
of the merge.

But what is the merge? And what does it actually mean for regular users?  
Ethereum has made technical history by converting its blockchain from a proof-of-work which requires miners to
validate transactions to a proof-of-stake blockchain, which requires node validators who have staked the token to
become part of a network that validates the transaction.

On their website, Ethereum.org explained the reason behind the merge: 
"The Merge was the joining of the original execution layer of Ethereum (the Mainnet that has existed since Genesis) with its
new proof-of-stake consensus layer, the Beacon Chain. It eliminated the need for energy-intensive mining and instead
enabled the network to be secured using staked ETH. It was a truly exciting step in realizing the Ethereum vision—more
scalability, security, and sustainability." -https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/

T R I V I A  -  E T H E R E U M -  T H E  M E R G E  
The long-anticipated Ethereum merge has finally taken place! 

Photo taken from https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/

https://ethereum.org/en/history/#frontier


Help Avocadians get their Kingdoms to level 23 - the minimum requirement for a Drago Scholarship.
Give helpful tips for your growth.
To enjoy the game as an Avocado community and get to play with each other as an alliance.

The Avocadians have landed on a fierce battlefield - We warmly welcome you to join us in League of Kingdoms:

  Build a powerful kingdom and army!
 

⚔  Battle with other Kingdoms for the hegemony!
 

 Stand a chance to receive a Drago Scholarship in League of Kingdoms!

Join our Avocado DAO discord server and fill out the following application form:
https://form.jotform.com/222212099163046

 
 

Avocado DAO Goals:
1.
2.
3.

League of Kingdoms is the world's first MMORTS Strategy game owned & powered by its users. On the Genesis
continent, all lands are owned and governed by you. You can actively own, develop, launch alliance warfare, and
receive rewards by contributing to the development of the continent. You can play this game both on mobile
(Play Store & Apple Store) and PC (browser).
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G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S
League of Kingdoms Guide: Avocado Goals and Scholarship Program

by: AG.Natsu
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Avocado DAO is  a blockchain gaming gui ld that aims to unlock l i fe-changing opportunit ies
and rewarding experiences for  i ts  community members .

AVOCADO DAO 

G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S (continued)
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2. Make sure you send your troops to gather resources!  Resources serve as fuel for everything in your Kingdom, it
is needed for research, construction, and training your army. For maximum production of resources, always
upgrade your farm, lumber camp, quarry, and gold mine equal to your Castle level.

3. Upgrade your academy’s technology. Your academy is one of the keys for your kingdom to progress. Upgrade
the academy and constantly research to unlock everything from better resource gathering to obtaining higher tier
troops.

In-Game Tips & Tricks:

1: Make sure to check and complete the daily task and event tasks.


